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The No Hole Rule Building
If your ball ends up teetering on the edge of the hole, at what point does the 10-second limit to allow it to fall in begin? Rules Guy has the answer.

What’s the 10-second rule for a ball teetering on the edge of the hole?
Brutalist architecture, though popular in the 1960s and 1970s, isn’t necessarily everybody’s favorite style of architecture today. But there is one Brutalist building in particular in the Speer ...

A building that stands out in the city landscape
Is it permissible to carry clubs outside of your bag and not have them count toward the legal limit of 14? Rules Guy has the answer.

Rules Guy: Can you carry more than 14 clubs if the extras aren’t stored in your bag?
The US Environmental Protection Agency announced a rule Monday that would phase out hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), the potent greenhouse gases that are widely used as refrigerants. Th ...

Biden EPA proposes rule to slash use of climate “super pollutants”
The Handmaid’s Tale has turned its protagonist into a bulletproof dream heroine leaving a growing pile of collateral damage in her wake.

The Continued Cost of June’s Survival
GOLF IS A FUN GAME, or at least it can be. It can be even more enjoyable when you have a little side action on the results.

NH Golf Notebook: Sometimes, for a little fun, it’s good to be The Wolf
The US government has refused to engage the rest of the world in regulating hostile cyber activities as it continues to launch offensive cyber operations abroad.

The Cyber Cold War Is Here
Care and Feeding is Slate’s parenting advice column. Have a question for Care and Feeding? Submit it here or post it in the Slate Parenting Facebook group. My son is 14, and he’s coping with identity ...

My Teen Is About to Fall Down the Male-Power Incel Rabbit Hole
An error by the Cal first baseman placed runners at second and third with two outs, and Carlie Scupin, the reigning Pac-12 Player of the Week, stepped into the batter’s box. Another Scupin homer, she ...

Game-ending slam by 'Peanut' gives UA mercy-rule win over Cal
Vaccines could yet kick-start international travel, but it's a long time coming for international families forced to live apart in a time where -- because of inflexible Covid border restrictions -- it ...

The desperate families still torn apart by Covid rules
She kept her expenses minimal, re-invested her income, taught herself new skills, and traveled the world for two years working remotely.

A 30 year old with a $1 million net worth explains the 4 steps that got her there
The tabletop role-playing game scene once epitomized by 'Dungeons and Dragons' has seen new game genres emerge where people experiment and play with solutions to structural inequalities.

New indie board games build worlds without capitalism or colonialism
DuPay started writing about his police career, intent on laying it all out, knowing there weren’t many people left who could tell the story.

The detective who knew too much: Don DuPay’s Portland police career haunts him. He’s still trying to get justice
Two charter amendments related to rent control could be on the ballot this fall in Minneapolis. What the amendments say, what they would do, and what advocates and opponents say rent control — if ...

The push for rent control in Minneapolis, explained
Stocks represent part ownership of a public company. Investors earn returns through dividends and capital appreciation.

What is stock? Learn the basics of investing in a public company
AML is a speed bump for criminals but a barrier for the innocent. A study published last year by financial-crime expert Ronald Pol concluded that the global AML system could be “the world’s least ...

I’m Anti The Anti-Money Laundering Rules
Now is the time to revisit how technology can support the quadruple aim of higher quality, lower costs, better outcomes and better provider satisfaction.

Three Rules To Follow When Building Technology For Doctors
Sunshine on his face. A cookout at his daughter's house in Merrimack. A draft Miller Lite at his favorite Manchester watering hole, Billy's Sports Bar & Grill. But he can't have them. The sad fact is ...

City Matters: WWII vet is a prisoner of woe, confined by COVID-19 rules
Rolando T. Acosta, Presiding Justice of the Appellate Division, First Department writes about the importance of civic education, as the rule of law depends on the public’s faith in government and an ...

A Crisis of Faith (in the Rule of Law)
They're making it very clear early in the 2021 NFL Draft that they do not plan to make the same mistake with their new quarterback, Zach Wilson. On Thursday night, the Jets moved up aggressively from ...
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